Abstract-In this paper, we study fundamental performance limitations of distributed feedback control in largescale networked dynamical systems. Specifically, we address the question of whether dynamic feedback controllers perform better than static (memoryless) ones when subject to locality constraints. We consider distributed linear consensus and vehicular formation control problems modeled over toric lattice networks. For the resulting spatially invariant systems, we study the large-scale asymptotics (in network size) of global performance metrics that quantify the level of network coherence. With static feedback from relative state measurements, such metrics are known to scale unfavorably in lattices of low spatial dimensions, preventing, for example, a one-dimensional string of vehicles to move like a rigid object. We show that the same limitations in general apply also to dynamic feedback control that is locally of first order. This means that the addition of one local state to the controller gives a similar asymptotic performance to the memoryless case. This holds unless the controller can access noiseless measurements of its local state with respect to an absolute reference frame, in which case the addition of controller memory may fundamentally improve performance. In simulations of platoons with 20-200 vehicles, we show that the performance limitations we derive manifest as unwanted accordionlike motions. Similar behaviors are to be expected in any network that is embeddable in a low-dimensional toric lattice, and the same fundamental limitations would apply. To derive our results, we present a general technical framework for the analysis of stability and performance of spatially invariant systems in the limit of large networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CENTRAL problem in the control of networked systems is to understand and quantify how architectural constraints on the controller affect global performance. A prototypical scenario is when sensing and actuation is distributed across a network, but the controller's connectivity is limited and localized, with the architectural constraints being described by a graph structure. In such settings, meaningful performance metrics are typically global in character as they involve aggregates of quantities from across the entire network. Natural questions arise as to how these global performance metrics are impacted by architectural constraints; for example, how does increasing the size of sensing neighborhoods, or altering the topological connectivity of the controller's network affect the best achievable performance? These types of questions arise in a wide range of applications, such as vehicle formation control, transportation systems, sensor networks, and electric power systems.
The question motivating this paper is whether dynamic feedback controllers perform better than static (that is, memoryless) ones in large-scale networks. For regular networks, we study comparatively the large-scale asymptotics (in network size) of global performance of localized static versus dynamic feedback control. Previous work [1] has shown the dimensionality dependence of localized static state-feedback control in such networks, with lower dimensional lattices having worse asymptotic performance scalings than higher dimensional ones. This implies, for example, that vehicular platoon formations, which resemble one-dimensional (1-D) lattices, exhibit limitations in terms of the feasibility of constructing a formation that moves like a rigid object. An important question arises as to whether the use of localized dynamic feedback control may alleviate these limitations, that is, whether the controller's additional memory may compensate for the lack of global sensing.
This question of static versus dynamic feedback is a version of an old question in the area of decentralized control [2] . It can be motivated by recalling the following important fact about state-feedback control. In a fully centralized optimal linear quadratic control (LQR) (e.g., LQR or state-feedback H ∞ control), static state feedback is optimal. In other words, there is no additional advantage in using dynamic or timevarying controllers over static gains when the full state is available for feedback. This is, however, no longer true when architectural constraints are imposed on the controller, such as diagonal or banded structures [3] - [5] . In our case, architectural constraints corresponding to bandedness are imposed through a periodic lattice-network structure, which motivates 0018-9286 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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the use of dynamic feedback in search for the best achievable performance.
Overall, a common theme in the area of networked systems involves designing control and interaction rules for a given multiagent system and then showing that these rules lead to the desired performance in terms of stability or robustness. A difficulty with this approach is that when performance guarantees for the proposed interaction rules cannot be found, it is not evident whether this is due to a fundamental limitation, or simply lack of ingenuity on part of the control designer. A systematic approach to understanding fundamental limitations is instead to solve optimal control problems and check whether the best achievable performance is acceptable or fundamentally limited. In fully centralized control, several such criteria based on the plant's unstable poles and zeros are well known [6] . With architectural constraints on the controller, however, the optimal control problem is, with few exceptions, nonconvex. For example, while it is known that large-scale centralized optimal control problems have an inherent degree of locality [7] , [8] , optimal design of a controller with a prescribed degree of locality is nonconvex. Important exceptions to this include the subclass of funnel-causal and quadratically invariant problems (see, e.g., [9] and [10] , and a more recent approach [11] ).
For large-scale networks, an emerging approach to understanding fundamental limitations while overcoming the nonconvexity difficulty is to derive asymptotic bounds on the best achievable performance [1] , [12] - [18] . In particular, the approach taken in [1] is to study the performance of distributed static state-feedback controllers with locality constraints. While the corresponding optimization problem is nonconvex for any finite system size, informative performance bounds are derivable in the limit of a large system. The aforementioned studies have focused on the dependence of the best achievable performance bounds on node dynamics and network topology (e.g., lattices and fractals of various dimensions). However, work has thus far been limited to distributed static feedback control, which does not alter the structure of local dynamics. Hence, the possible impact of controller dynamics on performance bounds, which we address in this paper, has remained an open question.
The dynamic feedback controllers we consider are modeled with first-order dynamics and can share their state locally. The resulting control laws can be seen as generalized distributed proportional-integral (PI) controllers. Subclasses of such controllers have been proposed in the literature for the elimination of stationary control errors that arise through static feedback, which has made them relevant for distributed frequency regulation of power networks [19] - [21] . Here, we consider two classes of systems with, respectively, first-and second-order local integrator dynamics: consensus and vehicular formation control problems. In the latter, we limit the analysis to symmetric feedback interactions, corresponding to an undirected network graph. The systems are modeled over a class of regular networks, specifically toric lattices, with a fixed number of neighbor interactions. In line with related work [1] , [12] - [15] , we characterize performance through nodal variance measures that capture the notion of network coherence, or the rigidity of the network lattice formation.
Our main result shows that the fundamental limitations in terms of asymptotic performance scalings that apply to localized static feedback in these types of networks in general carry over also to dynamic feedback where the controllers are locally first order. This means that while additional memory in the controller may offer other advantages in architecturally constrained control problems, it will not alleviate the unfavorable scaling of nodal variance in low-dimensional lattice networks. An important exception to this result applies in formation control problems if the controller can access absolute measurements of local velocity with respect to a global reference frame. In this case, a carefully designed dynamic feedback controller can theoretically achieve bounded variance for any lattice network, thereby enabling a vehicle platoon to move like a rigid object.
As the problems we consider are modeled over toric (i.e., periodic) lattice networks, the resulting systems are spatially invariant, a class of systems described in detail in [7] . The topological restriction is a consequence of the aim of the study, to characterize performance scalings in network size. This requires a possibility to grow the network while preserving certain topological properties, such as locality. Hypercubic lattices (including those with periodicity) are one of a few regular graph families with such topological invariance properties. Others include triangular lattices and fractals, see, e.g., [13] .
The periodicity of the lattices allows feedback protocols to be defined using multidimensional circulant operators. These enable a tractable spectral characterization through Fourier analysis. At large system sizes, however, the periodic boundary condition will have little or no effect on behaviors in the interior of the network. This intuitive reasoning can be attributed to exponential spatial decay rates of local perturbations [7] . This in particular implies that the lack of coherence that our results predict for 1-D ring-shaped lattices will also be observed in, for example, vehicular platoons without the periodic boundary condition. This is also demonstrated through a case study in Section VII.
We will next lay out some technical preliminaries for our analysis, and then proceed to set up the problems with static versus dynamic feedback control in Section II. In Section III, the performance measure is defined through the variance of nodal state fluctuations. This variance is shown to correspond to a (scaled) system H 2 norm. As one of the main contributions of this paper, Section IV introduces a novel framework for evaluating such H 2 norms and their asymptotic scalings in spatially invariant systems. This framework allows for an analysis of large classes of dynamic feedback protocols whose H 2 -norm expressions are otherwise intractable. It is also useful for analyzing stability of these protocols to which we devote Section V. We show here that several control designs inevitably destabilize the system as the networks grow large, rendering those designs inadmissible. The performance of admissible feedback protocols is then analyzed in Section VI, where our main result is derived. In Section VII, we discuss practical implications of our results and present a numerical simulation. We end in Section VIII with a discussion of our findings as well as some open problems.
A. Preliminaries and Notation
Throughout this paper, we will consider problems over the undirected d-dimensional torus Z 
, which is a scalar in C in the consensus problems and a vector-valued signal in R d in the vehicular formation problems. We will in most cases omit the time dependence in the notation.
Linear operators, denoted by upper case letters, will be used to define multidimensional circular convolutions with function arrays over Z d L . For example, the convolution operator A associated with the array a is defined as follows:
or, in short,
In cases where the state x ∈ R d , the array element a k is a d × d matrix, which in this paper will be assumed to be diagonal due to coordinate decoupling. The addition of multi-indices in the Z d L arithmetic is done as follows:
Here, mod L implies that the operation is circulant. Note that all feedback operators considered in this paper are spatially invariant with respect to Z d L , and can therefore be represented by convolution operators with single-index arrays as in (1) .
The spatial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the array a will be denoted withâ, and we will use the letter n to denote the index, or wavenumber, of the spatial Fourier transform. For example, the function array a (k 1 ,...,k d ) hasâ (n 1 ,...,n d ) as its Fourier transform, where the wavenumber (n 1 , . . . , n d ) can be thought of as a spatial frequency variable. Throughout this paper, we will use the DFT that is defined aŝ (2) where j = (−1) denotes the imaginary number and
Function arrays can also be defined over the infinite ddimensional lattice Z d . We then use the subscript ∞ for the array, as in a ∞ , with entries
where θ = (θ 1 , . for any N , where the fixed constants c,c are independent of the variable N . When a scaling is said to hold asymptotically, the relation (4) holds for all N >N for some fixedN .
II. PROBLEM SETUP
We now formulate models for two types of problems: consensus and vehicular formations. In the consensus problem there is a local, scalar information state at each network site, whereas there are two such states (position and velocity) in the vehicular formation case. For both models, we introduce a static controller, as considered in [1] , which we will compare to a dynamic controller with an auxiliary memory state at each network site, see Fig. 1 .
A. Consensus
We first consider the first-order consensus algorithm in continuous time over the discrete torus Z d L . The single-integrator dynamics at each site k in the network is given bẏ
where u k denotes the control signal. The process disturbance w k , modeling random insertions and deletions, is mutually uncorrelated across nodes. Throughout this paper, we model this disturbance as zero mean white noise. 1 We now introduce the two types of linear time-invariant (LTI) feedback control for the system (5).
1) Static Feedback: In the case of static feedback, the control input is a linear function of the current network state
The feedback operator F can be suitably designed to fulfill the control objectives. A common example of such a control scheme is the one where the control signal at each node is the weighted average of the differences between that node and its 2d nearest neighbors, i.e.,
wheref is a positive scalar. The algorithm (7) will be referred to as the standard consensus algorithm. The associated function array is
In the general case, we can write the consensus algorithm (5) with static feedback asẋ
2) Dynamic Feedback: To model dynamic feedback, we let the controller have access to an auxiliary controller state z (k 1 ,...,k d ) , which is a scalar at each network site k
where A, B, F are linear feedback operators, the properties of which will be discussed shortly. We can now write the consensus algorithm (5) with dynamic feedback as
B. Structural Assumptions for the Consensus Problem
We now list the assumptions imposed on the system and on the feedback operators A, B, F in the consensus algorithm. Assumptions A1 and A2 will also carry over to the vehicular formation problems.
Assumption A1 (Spatial invariance): All feedback operators are spatially invariant and fixed with respect to Z d L , and are therefore circular convolution operators, as defined in (1) .
For example, the standard consensus algorithm (7) on the 1-D ring graph Z L can be written as the convolution of the state x with the array f = {0, . . . , 0,f, −2f,f, 0, . . . , 0}.
Assumption A2 (Locality): All feedback operators use only local information from a neighborhood of width 2q, where q is independent of L. For the function array f associated with the operator F , this means that
for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. The same condition holds for all other operators. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Assumption A3 (Relative state measurements): All controllers can only access relative measurements of the physical state x. Hence, the feedback can only involve differences between states of neighboring nodes. This means that each term of the formfx k in the convolution F x is accompanied by another term −fx l , for some other index l, so that we obtaiñ f (x k − x l ). In particular, this implies that the operators F and B in (9) and (10) have the property
Since the state z is internal to each controller, we need not impose this requirement on A in (10).
C. Vehicular Formations
For the vehicular formation problem, consider
where, as before, u k is the control signal and w k is white process noise, which models random forcings at each site. The position vector
T at each network site, and its time derivative, the velocity vector
T , are both d-dimensional vectors. Without loss of generality, we will assume that they each represent absolute deviations from a desired trajectoryx k and constant heading velocityv, with
where Δ x is the constant spacing between the vehicles in Z In analogy to the consensus case, we now introduce the two types of linear feedback control for the system (13).
1) Static Feedback:
The control input is here assumed to be full state feedback that is linear in the variables x and v
An example of such feedback is the combined look-ahead and look-behind controller in a 1-D string
where the gs and f s are positive design parameters. If g o is zero, this control law satisfies Assumption A3 of relative state measurements. If g o = 0, we will refer to that term in the feedback law as absolute feedback from velocity. In practice, absolute velocity measurements can be made available through a speedometer. The presence of viscous damping can also be treated as a special case of absolute velocity feedback. The model (13) can then be modified so thaṫ
Comparing this to (14), we can identify μ with g o .
We will not consider the case where absolute feedback is available from the position x k but not from the velocity v k . Such a scenario would correspond to vehicles accessing absolute position measurements via, e.g., GPS, yet lacking the ability to derive their absolute velocity from those measurements. See also Remark 3.
In summary, the vehicular formation algorithm (13) with the static feedback law becomes
2) Dynamic Feedback: To model the dynamic feedback laws, we introduce the auxiliary controller state z k at each network site k, which is a d-dimensional vector containing a memory of past position and velocity errors in each coordinate direction. We get
An example of dynamic feedback control for double integrator systems is distributed-averaging proportional-integral (DAPI) control, which has received much recent attention in the context of coupled oscillator systems and control of so-called microgrids [19] - [21] . Such systems are analogous to the vehicular formation problem under certain assumptions, such as absolute velocity feedback. One DAPI control algorithm is
where the operator A achieves a weighted averaging of the internal state z across nodes, which prevents unfavorable drift in the memory states at different nodes. Such drift would, in practice, destabilize the system if A = 0, in which case (16) reduces to a decentralized PI controller with respect to the velocity, see, e.g., [19] .
In general, we can write the equations of motion for the closed-loop system with dynamic feedback as
D. Structural Assumptions for the Vehicular Formation Problem
For the vehicular formation systems, we impose the following assumptions in addition to Assumptions A1 and A2 defined above.
Assumption A4 (Relative position measurements): The controllers can only access relative measurements of the position states x. This means that the operators F and B in (15) and (17) have the property (12) .
Remark 1: We will both consider the case where the velocity feedback operators G and C have the relative measurement property (12) as well as when they do not. We refer to these cases as, respectively, relative and absolute velocity feedback.
Assumption A5 (Reflection symmetry): The interactions between the vehicles on Z d L are symmetric around each site k. This implies that the arrays associated with the operators A, B, C, F, G have even symmetry, so that for each array element
A particular implication of this assumption is that the Fourier symbols of the operators will be real valued.
The property of reflection symmetry will be relevant (but not enforced) also in the consensus case. By slight abuse of terminology, we will in the following refer to a feedback operator as symmetric if the associated array has this property, and asymmetric if it does not.
Assumption A6 (Coordinate decoupling):
The feedback in each of the d coordinate directions is entirely decoupled from the vector components in the other coordinates. Furthermore, the array elements associated with the operators A, B, C, F, G are isotropic. By this assumption, the array elements a, b, c, f, g are diagonal and the convolution in (1) will turn into d decoupled, identical, scalar convolutions.
While Assumptions A1-A4 are important for the upcoming analysis, Assumptions A5 and A6 are mainly made to simplify the calculations.
III. PERFORMANCE MEASURE AND MAIN RESULT
In this paper, we are concerned with the performance of the consensus and vehicular formation problems in terms of the amount of global "disorder" of the system at steady state. This can be quantified as the steady state variance of nodal state fluctuations, which are caused by persistent stochastic disturbances. In particular, we are interested in the scaling of this performance measure with the system size, as it grows asymptotically. We call a system that exhibits a better scaling more coherent than a system with bad scaling, as the former will form a more rigid formation when the system grows. If the scaling is such that the variance per node is bounded, the system is said to be fully coherent.
We adopt the approach in [1] to define the relevant performance measure. Consider first a general linear multi-input multi-output system driven by zero mean white noise w with unit intensityψ
In our case, (18a) represents, for example, the feedback system in (17), for which a performance output y(t) as in (18b) will be defined shortly.
Provided that the system (18) is input-output stable, its squared H 2 norm from w to y is finite and can be interpreted as the total steady state variance of the output, i.e.,
Throughout this paper, we are considering spatially invariant systems over the discrete torus Z d L . This implies that the output variance E{y * k (t)y k (t)} will be independent of the site k. We obtain this steady state per-site variance by simply dividing the total H 2 norm by the system size
We next define the relevant output measurement that will be used throughout the paper.
Definition 1 (Deviation from average performance measure):
In operator form, this becomes
where J 1 is the convolution operator corresponding to the array with all elements equal to 1. Remark 2: It is well known that the consensus type dynamics considered in this paper typically have a single marginally stable mode at the origin corresponding to the motion of the average (this is a consequence of Assumption A3 of relative measurements). The H 2 norm (19) is only finite if this mode is unobservable from the system output. Here, the output operator H has the relative measurement property (12) , that is,
implying that the average mode is indeed unobservable. Provided remaining system modes are stable, V N in (19) will thus be finite for any finite system size N , a condition equivalent to bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) stability.
A. Performance Scalings With Static and Dynamic Feedback
The main objective of this paper is to determine whether dynamic feedback may improve performance compared to the static feedback laws that were also evaluated in [1] . The following sections will introduce the methodology that is used to establish asymptotic scalings of performance. At this point, we summarize our main results as follows. 
2) Vehicular formations a) Relative feedback:
b) Absolute velocity (but relative position) feedback:
Dynamic feedback
where N = L d is the network size, β = max{ f ∞ , g ∞ } is an algorithm parameter reflecting the magnitude of feedback gains, and the symbol ∼ denotes scaling up to a factor that is independent of N and β in the manner defined in (4) .
Therefore, if only relative state measurements are available (Assumption A3), no dynamic feedback laws on the forms (10) and (17) exhibit better coherence properties than static, memoryless feedback under the given assumptions.
However, a dynamic feedback law can theoretically achieve full coherence in any spatial dimension using absolute feedback from velocities, even though position measurements are relative. As previously shown in [1] , and as will be evident from the developments in Section VI, a static feedback protocol would require absolute measurements of both states to achieve the same performance.
Remark 3:
The case with absolute position but relative velocity feedback is not considered here. The interested reader is referred to [23] where it is shown that V N then scales as in (25) for both the static and dynamic feedback laws modeled in this paper. In [24] , however, an alternative controller with derivative action is also designed for this particular case, which is shown to give full coherence.
IV. H 2 -NORM DENSITY AND ASYMPTOTIC SCALINGS
We now introduce the technical framework that will be used to determine the H 2 performance scalings in Theorem 3.1. This novel framework is based on the idea of mapping the operators that define the system dynamics onto an infinite lattice. Usually, H 2 norms are calculated using traces of system Gramians that lead to sums involving system eigenvalues. In the limit of large systems, they can instead be estimated through integrals over a continuous function, which we call the H 2 -norm density. We show that simple properties of this H 2 -norm density determine the asymptotic performance scalings.
A. Limit From Finite to Infinite Lattices
All feedback operators considered in this paper define convolutions with local arrays on Z d L , by Assumption A2. Hence, for a given operator A we have that a k = 0 if |k| > q for some fixed q. This means that any such array a can be unambiguously redefined on Z d L for any given L > 2q by filling it with zero components wherever |k| > q. This also means that the same array can be used to define a convolution over the infinite lattice Z d . As we shall see, such a redefinition proves useful when analyzing the systems asymptotically.
Let a be a local array defined over Z d L and a ∞ its counterpart defined on Z d , in which the elements {a k } have been filled out with zeros for |k| > q up until infinity. The DFT of a, denoted asâ n , is given by (2) in Section I-A, whereas the Z-transform of the array a ∞ , denoted asâ ∞ (θ), is given by (3) .
Comparing (2) with (3), it is clear that the DFT of a is simply subsamples of the
Given that we are interested in system behaviors as N → ∞, it will be convenient to consider these Z-transforms of operators over the infinite lattice Z d , and their behavior in the continuous spatial frequency variable θ ∈ R d , rather than the DFTs at discrete spatial wavenumbers.
For this purpose, let us take the general state space system (18) and map the system operators A, B, C onto Z d to obtain A ∞ , B ∞ , C ∞ . For example, in the system (9), we have A = F . If we let F represent the standard consensus algorithm (7), then A ∞ = F ∞ has the associated function array f ∞ , defined just as in (8) , but filled with infinitely many zero components for
By virtue of the spatial invariance property, A ∞ , B ∞ , and C ∞ are circulant convolution operators and the Z-transform can be used to (block) diagonalize them, see [7] . Then, at each θ ∈ R d , we obtain the matrix-valued transformsÂ ∞ (θ),B ∞ (θ), and C ∞ (θ). The DFTsÂ n ,B n ,Ĉ n of A, B, C are now precisely the values ofÂ
B. H 2 -Norm Evaluation in the Spatial Frequency Domain
From now on, let us assume that the system (18) is inputoutput stable, so that its H 2 norm (19) exists. This norm can then be calculated as
Now, recall that the system (18) could be (block) diagonalized by the DFT, where the Fourier symbolsÂ n ,B n ,Ĉ n correspond to the decoupled diagonal elements. Since the DFT is a unitary transformation toward which the H 2 norm is invariant, the trace in (28) can be rewritten as
Now, consider the output operator H defined in (22) . It is easy to verify that its Fourier symbol isĥ 0 = 0, andĥ n = 1 for n = 0. This implies that the output matrixĈ 0 = 0 for all systems considered in this paper (i.e., the zero mode is unobservable). Consequently, we can obtain the H 2 norm in (29) by summing only over n ∈ Z 
where the individual time integrals are defined as follows. Definition 2:
We callP (θ) the observability Gramian at θ. The observability Gramian at each θ = 0 is obtained by solving the Lyapunov equation
and is unique and finite providedÂ ∞ (θ) is Hurwitz. For all problem formulations considered here,B ∞ (θ) is a vector where one element 2 is 1 and remaining elements are zero. Thus, tr(B * ∞ (θ)P (θ)B ∞ (θ)) in (30) is just one element of the matrixP (θ).
3 This is a quantity that will be used throughout the paper and we make the following definition.
Definition 3 (Per-site H 2 -norm density):
This quantity captures the distribution of the per-site variance V N over the spatial frequency variable θ and we therefore refer to it as the per-site H 2 -norm density. Now, notice that if the value ofp(θ) is bounded for all θ ∈ R d , then V N in (30) will remain bounded as N → ∞ and the system in question is to be regarded as fully coherent. For the consensus and vehicular formation problems, however, there is typically a single zero eigenvalue at wavenumber n = 0 that corresponds to the spatial average mode (see Section III). This makesÂ ∞ (0) non-Hurwitz, and in turn causes a singularity inp(θ) at θ = 0. Even though the mode at θ = 0 itself is unobservable from the system output, the singularity makes the H 2 -norm density grow unboundedly for small θ, that is, for small wavenumbers.
For this reason, we use the following appropriate integral to estimate the value of the sum in (30):
where the argument Δ indicates the size of a deleted neighborhood around θ = 0. We recognize the sum in (30) as a Riemann sum approximation of the integral (34) with volume element
The integral can therefore be used to bound the sum asymptotically. Consider the following lemma. 
for all L >L, for some fixedL.
Proof: See the Appendix. The integral and the Riemann sum approximations are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The performance of the consensus and vehicular formation systems can now be evaluated as follows. First, the system operators are redefined on Z d and (block) diagonalized using the Z-transform (3). Second, the Lyapunov equation (32) is solved to determinep(θ). Bounds on the variances V N are then found through Lemma 4.1. Next, we derive general expressions for the scaling (in L) of the integral (34).
Remark 4: It is important to note that the systems we consider remain of finite size N throughout. This is a prerequisite for the finiteness of the H 2 norm. Only the system operators are redefined onto the infinite lattice to facilitate an estimation of the H 2 norm by the integrated H 2 -norm density according to Lemma 4.1.
C. Bounds on Asymptotic Scalings
We are interested in the scaling of the per-site variance V N in (30) with the total number of nodes N as this number grows large. Using the integral in (34) and the bounds in Lemma 4.1, we can now derive asymptotic scalings of V N by exploiting bounds on the per-site H 2 -norm densityp(θ). We begin by a simple example.
Example 1: Consider the standard consensus algorithm (7) and for simplicity let the dimension d = 1. The Lyapunov equation (32) is scalar and solved bŷ
for all θ ∈ [−π, π]\{0}, where we have used thatĈ ∞ (θ) = h ∞ (θ) = 1 for θ = 0. The array f was given in (8) and since f k = 0 for |k| > 1, we construct the corresponding array
Substituting this into (36), the integral in (34) becomes S(Δ) = 1 4f Δ ≤|θ |≤π
and the upper bound has the same form. A series expansion of the cotangent function reveals that this expression scales as In general, let us assume that the H 2 -norm density is such thatp
for some nonnegative r. The number r characterizes the order of the H 2 -norm density's singularity at θ = 0. In the upcoming analysis, we will show that any admissible controller for the systems considered in this paper results in H 2 -norm densities that satisfy (38) with r ∈ {0, 2, 4}. We have also introduced the algorithm parameter β, which reflects the size of the system's feedback gains (cf.,f in Example 1). In particular, let β := max{ f ∞ , g ∞ }. All feedback array elements, which are bounded by assumption, are then proportional to β. We show in Section VI-E that the parameter β is bounded by the system's total control effort. It can therefore be considered a proxy for control effort.
The number r determines the coherence properties for a given system. If r = 0, the system is fully coherent. Otherwise, the level of coherence depends on the spatial dimension d of the network. We now state the main result of this section.
Lemma 4.2:
Assume that the per-site H 2 -norm densityp(θ) defined in (33) satisfies (38). The steady state per-site variance (20) then scales asymptotically as
up to some constant, which is independent of the lattice size L and the algorithm parameter β. Proof: First, substitute the approximation (38) into the integral S(Δ) in (34) and denote the resulting integralS(Δ). We transform this to hyperspherical coordinates by defining ρ = (θ 
where S d is the (generalized) surface area of the d-dimensional unit sphere and c d is a bounded scaling factor arising from integrating over a hypersphere rather than a hypercube. Now, by Lemma 4.1 we know that V N is bounded as 
Noticing that these bounds are identical up to a constant for any given d, the result (39) follows.
V. ADMISSIBILITY OF DYNAMIC FEEDBACK LAWS
We now turn to the question of stability of the consensus and vehicular formation systems with dynamic feedback, which is a prerequisite for the H 2 performance evaluation laid out in the previous section. In particular, we must require the underlying systems to be BIBO stable for any network size N to allow for the asymptotic performance analysis.
With static feedback, BIBO stability can easily be guaranteed by ensuring that the feedback operators F and G in the systems (9) and (15) have negative Fourier symbols, i.e.,f n ,ĝ n < 0 for all wavenumbers n = 0. With dynamic feedback, on the other hand, Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria must typically be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to derive sufficient stability conditions. It turns out, however, that certain feedback configurations will inevitably lead to instability beyond a certain network size. Such feedback laws are therefore inadmissible with respect to our analysis. In order to rule them out, this section presents necessary conditions for stability at any network size.
A. Conditions for Input-Output Stability
The stability of a given linear time-invariant (LTI) system on the form (18) can be verified by ensuring that its individual Fourier symbols are stable in their own right. We begin by restating the following theorem from previous work. Now, we are evaluating these systems asymptotically, and must therefore require that they remain stable for any lattice size L, as this number grows. Since the Fourier symbolsÂ n can be seen as subsamples ofÂ ∞ (θ) (see Section IV-A), the only way to ensure stability for any lattice size L is to make sure thatÂ ∞ (θ) is stable for every θ. In our case, though, the mode at n = 0 is unobservable from the considered output (see Remark 2) . BIBO stability is therefore guaranteed ifÂ ∞ (θ) is stable for every θ away from zero. Under relative feedback, admissibility of the dynamic feedback laws is not straightforward. We next present some necessary conditions.
B. Admissibility Conditions Under Relative Feedback
First, consider the consensus problem with dynamic feedback (10) with feedback operators A, B, F . Using Corollary 5.2, we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3: Consider the consensus system (10). The feedback law is admissible only if at least one of the following conditions holds: a) the operator B is symmetric; b) the operator A involves absolute feedback, that is, A does not satisfy (12) . Proof: See the Appendix. In the vehicular formation case with relative velocity feedback, a similar admissibility condition holds.
Theorem 5.4: Consider the vehicular formation system (17), where the feedback operators F, G, B, C have the relative measurement property (12) . The feedback law is admissible only if at least one of the following conditions holds: a) the operator B = 0, whereas A = 0; b) the operator A involves absolute feedback, that is, A does not satisfy (12) . Proof: See the Appendix. Theorem 5.4 implies that integral control based on position measurements cannot be implemented for large networks, unless there is an absolute feedback term in A. Note, however, that if the purpose of the dynamic feedback law is to eliminate stationary errors through integral action, including such a term in A would defeat the purpose. In this case, the auxiliary state z is, namely, stabilized, and the integral action reduced to zero.
Remark 6: Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 imply that a system with a given feedback protocol may be stable for small lattice sizes L, but becomes unstable at some lattice size L crit unless the criteria are satisfied. As long as the control effort (feedback gains) is bounded, L crit will always exist and be finite.
VI. PERFORMANCE SCALINGS WITH DYNAMIC FEEDBACK
We established in Section IV that the asymptotic performance scaling depends on properties of the per-site H 2 -norm density. We now evaluate the H 2 -norm densities for admissible feedback laws and derive this paper's main result that was previewed in Theorem 3.1. In order to establish results for dynamic feedback, we first need to consider the respective problem under static feedback.
A. Consensus: Performance With Static Feedback
We begin by deriving the performance scaling for the static consensus problem (6) . As seen in Example 1, the Lyapunov equation (32) is a scalar equation, which is solved bŷ
Now, consider the following lemma. Lemma 6.1: Consider the static consensus system (6). Provided the feedback operator F is admissible, it holds
Proof: By the definition of the Z-transform (3), it holds
where we have used the relative measurement property (12) ,
which is upper bounded by its first term, that is
for all θ. Thus
where the second inequality follows from the locality assumption (11) and the third from straightforward algebra.
Next, the Taylor expansion (44) reveals that Re{f ∞ (θ)} goes to zero at a quadratic rate. We can therefore always find a fixed, nonnegative c so that
d for a small Δ. Note that no lower degree polynomial in θ (apart from the zero polynomial) could serve as a lower bound in (46). Furthermore, given that the feedback law is admissible, it must hold
Δ with any fixed Δ. We can therefore always adjust c so that (46) holds for the entire region R d . Defining the algorithm parameter β = f ∞ , and noticing that remaining parameters of (45) and (46) are independent of θ and L, the result (42) follows.
Inserting the scaling from Lemma 6.1 into the H 2 -norm density (41) shows that
that is, the H 2 -norm density for the static consensus system (6) satisfies (38) with r = 2. The per-site variance thus scales according to Lemma 4.2 with r = 2.
B. Consensus: Performance With Dynamic Feedback
Before turning to the case of dynamic feedback, note that the performance of the consensus system with static feedback is independent of any imaginary part of the Fourier symbolf ∞ (θ). It is therefore independent of whether the feedback operator F is symmetric or not. In the upcoming evaluation of dynamic feedback, we will therefore limit the analysis to F being symmetric.
Assumption A7: The operator F in the dynamic consensus protocol (10) is symmetric, that is, it satisfies the properties listed in Assumption A5. It follows thatf ∞ (θ) = Re{f ∞ (θ)}.
Remark 7: Assumption A7 is made to simplify the exposition by limiting the number of possible feedback configurations that must be considered. It is our belief, based on computeraided evaluation, that the main result would hold also without this assumption.
Let us now assume that the choice of operators A, B, F is admissible. The solution to the Lyapunov equation (32) then gives thatp
where ϕ c (θ) is a function of the Fourier symbols of A, B, and F . This H 2 -norm density would scale different from (47) if the function ϕ c (θ) were nonzero and scaled differently in θ than f ∞ (θ), for which we established Lemma 6.1. This is, however, not the case for any admissible configuration of the feedback operators A and B. Consider the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2: For any admissible choice of the operators A, B, F in (10) satisfying Assumptions A1-A3 and A7, the function ϕ c (θ) in (48) is such that
Therefore, the H 2 -norm densityp(θ) in (48) will satisfy (38) with r = 2 for any design of the dynamic feedback law.
Proof: See the Appendix.
The asymptotic performance scaling will thus be unchanged compared to static feedback. Rewriting the asymptotic scalings from Lemma 4.2 in terms of total network size N = L d gives the result in Theorem 3.1.
C. Vehicular Formations: Performance With Static Feedback
Consider the vehicular formation problem under static feedback (15) . The solution to the Lyapunov equation (32) gives the H 2 -norm densityp
The following lemma is used to bound this H 2 -norm density. 
Due to the locality Assumption A2, this number is uniformly bounded for all θ ∈ R d , see (45). We can thus writeĝ ∞ (θ) ∼ĝ 0 .
In the case of only relative feedback, Lemma 6.3 bounds the H 2 -norm density from (50) aŝ
The per-site variance thus scales as in Lemma 4.2 with r = 4.
With absolute velocity feedback, we instead get that
.
In this case, the per-site variance thus scales as in Lemma 4.2 with r = 2. We can also note that relaxing Assumption A4 and allowing absolute feedback from both position and velocity would let f ∞ (θ) ∼f 0 andĝ ∞ (θ) ∼ĝ 0 , making the H 2 -norm density (50) uniformly bounded in θ. That is, r = 0 in Lemma 4.2 and the system would be fully coherent.
The results for the static case outlined above, which are in line with those in [1, Table 1 ], are summarized in Theorem 3.1.
D. Vehicular Formations: Performance With Dynamic Feedback
Now, consider the vehicular formation system with dynamic feedback on the form (17) . Provided the feedback configuration is admissible, the Lyapunov equation (32) giveŝ (52) is such that
Therefore, the H 2 -norm densityp(θ) in (52) will satisfy (38) with r = 4 for any design of the dynamic feedback.
Proof: See the Appendix. We conclude that in the case of only relative feedback, dynamic feedback on the form (17) cannot improve the asymptotic performance scaling compared to static feedback. 
and one may wish to set B as the standard consensus operator (7). However, by Theorem 5.4, such a choice is inadmissible.
2) Absolute Velocity Feedback: In this case, we first consider the DAPI controller (16) 
which recognize as being uniformly bounded in θ ∈ R d . This implies that already the 1-D vehicular platoon with DAPI control is fully coherent. This is in contrast to the static control law, which yields the performance scaling in (25) , and therefore requires three spatial dimensions to be fully coherent.
If absolute velocity measurements are available, several designs of the dynamic feedback in (17) can be shown to give the same result as the DAPI controller. In particular, G and C can also include relative feedback and B can be nonzero.
The asymptotic performance scalings for the vehicular formation problem with dynamic feedback are summarized in Theorem 3.1, where they have been rewritten in terms of total network size N = L d .
E. Control Effort Bounds
In the above derivations, we introduced the algorithm parameter β = max{ f ∞ , g ∞ }. This parameter affects the performance scaling, as evident from our main result in Theorem 3.1. In particular, if β were allowed to increase unboundedly, full coherence could be achieved in any spatial dimension. This is not feasible in any realistic control problem, where the amount of control effort is bounded. We now show that the size of the feedback array elements and therefore β are bounded by the total control effort at each network site, which we quantify through
that is, the steady state variance of the control signal at each network site. In [1, Lemma 5.1], such bounds are presented for the case of static feedback. Here, we present bounds for the dynamic feedback case, but limit the analysis to the consensus algorithm with symmetric feedback for the sake of brevity. Lemma 6.5: Consider the consensus problem with dynamic feedback (10) , where the feedback operators A, B, F satisfy Assumptions A2 and A5. The following bounds hold:
Proof: See the Appendix. Note that the constants in the bounds are independent of network size. Since we have set β = f ∞ and a ∞ , b ∞ ∼ β, we can conclude that the asymptotic scalings for the consensus problem in Theorem 3.1 will apply to any algorithm with control effort constraints.
VII. IMPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The performance limitations discussed in this paper are in terms of scalings of global H 2 performance, with respect to an output defined through nodal state fluctuations. We argued that a better scaling implies that the network remains more coherent, or rigid, when subjected to a process noise disturbance. Fig. 4 shows simulations of strings of vehicles (i.e., platoons) with both static and dynamic feedback from relative measurements. As the platoons grow, they exhibit an increasing lack of coherence. This is manifested through slow and large-scale fluctuations of the platoon length, clearly indicating that the platoon does not move like a rigid body. While the shape and size of these fluctuations are different with dynamic feedback compared to static, the relative performance deterioration is similar, as predicted by case 2a in Theorem 3.1. This can also be seen from the corresponding variances displayed in Fig. 5 .
The origin of these slowly varying mode shapes in vehicle platoons was discussed in [1] and more recently in [25] . In this paper, our introduced concept of per-site H 2 -norm density provides additional insights. The H 2 -norm density is largest near θ = 0, revealing that the low spatial frequency modes are most energetic (see Fig. 3 ). As these correspond to the smallest system eigenvalues, they are also temporally slow. This results in slowly varying modes that have long spatial wavelengths and therefore span across the entire platoon.
The derivations in this paper are made for spatially invariant systems, that is, lattices with periodic boundary conditions. The simulation here, however, is done for a string of vehicles where the first is not connected to the last. For large platoons, the boundary condition has a limited effect on the interior of the network. The corresponding simulation for a ring of vehicles can indeed be verified to have a very similar appearance to Fig. 4 .
While the relation (20) does not hold if the assumption of spatial invariance is relaxed, the quantity V N can be evaluated as the mean variance over the network. This is also what is displayed in Fig. 5 . Through graph embedding (that is, noting that the string can be embedded in a ring graph) [26] , it is straightforward to show that the mean variance for the string will be at least as large as for the ring graph case. It is therefore subject to the same limitations. Embedding arguments can also be made in higher spatial dimensions, in particular to relate the performance of 2-D lattices to networks described by planar graphs.
The simulation in Figs. 4 and 5 also demonstrates why it is the scaling of the per-site variance, rather than its actual value for a given N , that is meaningful for describing fundamental limitations. Even though a particular controller can achieve lower per-site variance in a given finite-size network (here, for example, the dynamic one at N = 200), the fact that it scales with network size implies that performance inevitably degrades as the network grows. This holds regardless of scaling coefficients. The result of Theorem 3.1 thus implies that neither static nor dynamic feedback from only relative measurements is scalable to large networks. They are therefore both fundamentally limited.
VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Nonregular Networks
The results in this paper are derived for systems defined on toric lattice networks under certain restrictive assumptions. Accepting a generalization of the coherence metric V N in (20) , the assumptions of symmetry, uniformity in gains, and isotropy can be relaxed at the cost of analytic tractability, or by giving looser bounds on performance. Graph embeddings can, as already discussed, also be used to bound performance of more general networks through the lattices in which they can be embedded. The principle for this argument is that the removal of any network connection can only decrease the graph Laplacian eigenvalues (corresponding to the Fourier symbols in this study) and therefore increases V N . Any subgraph of a lattice (i.e., any embedded graph) thus has greater V N than the lattice. See, e.g., [26] and [27] for details. We note that our theory allows for q neighbor connections in each lattice direction, making such embedding arguments less restrictive than they may seem.
Other concepts that are important for this paper's results, such as locality, spatial dimension, and a consistent notion of growing the network, are not straightforwardly generalized. For families of graphs where the behavior of the graph Laplacian eigenvalues (i.e., the Laplacian eigenvalue density) is known, the ideas in Section IV (e.g., the H 2 -norm density) can be applied. The notion of spatial dimension can then likely be generalized to one of the spectral dimension. However, such considerations would only apply to graph families that can be scaled consistently, preserving properties like locality and dimensionality. Relevant contributions on performance limitations in other types of graphs have been made in [13] - [15] and [25] . A proper generalization of the topological properties that cause the limitations described in this paper, however, remains an open research question.
B. Performance Improvement With Distributed Integral Control
We established that dynamic feedback such as the DAPI algorithm (16) can yield a fully coherent vehicular formation in any spatial dimension, provided that it has access to absolute measurements of velocities with respect to a global reference frame. This situation is reasonable in actual vehicular platoons, where one can assume that each vehicle's speedometer can provide absolute velocity measurements, whereas absolute position data that would have to rely on, for example, GPS are less readily available.
An intuitive explanation to this result, which was also established in [24] , is that the dynamic feedback protocol serves as a distributed integral controller, which integrates absolute measurements of velocities in time to yield a substitute for absolute position data. With absolute data from both position and velocity, formations are known to be fully coherent [1] . However, as such a strategy is essentially so-called "dead reckoning," it can be sensitive to noisy measurements.
One issue arises when different controllers' memory states z k diverge due to slight measurement errors. This issue appears in completely decentralized integral control and leads to instability, but can be solved through distributed averaging of the memory states between controllers, see, e.g., [19] . In our case, distributed averaging is achieved by choosing A in (17) to be a consensustype operator, as in the DAPI example (16) .
A second issue is how noise and bias in the measurements affect performance. Results on this topic have been reported in [28] , and reveal that the performance improvement achieved through DAPI control is highly sensitive to the design of the distributed averaging operator A.
C. Higher Order Dynamic Feedback Controllers
The dynamic feedback controllers considered in this paper all contain a single local memory state z, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . They thus describe a class of distributed PI controllers with respect to the system's states. While we show that this type of controller cannot improve performance scalings compared to static, memoryless controllers as long as they are limited to relative state feedback, it is an open question whether a higher order controller, with an arbitrary number of local states, can.
Even with a higher number of controller states, however, the limitation to relative state feedback implies that the marginally stable mode at the origin remains, so the Fourier symbolÂ(θ) is singular at θ = 0. As a consequence, the H 2 -norm density will scale badly near θ = 0 (consider the Lyapunov equation (32) and note that the right-hand side (RHS) is identity). We therefore conjecture that the unfavorable scaling of performance in low spatial dimensions remains as long as the number of local states is finite.
APPENDIX
A. Scalings of Sums and Products
Many of the proofs in this appendix are based on the behaviors, or scalings, of functions of Fourier symbols in θ. Here, we make some preliminary remarks on such scalings.
Recall that the notation 
2 for short. For products and sums of such functions, it holds u (θ) = u 1 (θ)u 2 
Therefore, the scalings of functions of Fourier symbols can be determined simply by inserting the individual Fourier symbols' scalings. For example, iff
. This is used throughout to determine scalings of H 2 -norm densities.
B. Maclaurin Expansions of Z-Transforms
The Maclaurin series expansions of Z-transforms will be used to derive admissibility conditions in Theorems 5. On the interval Δ < |θ i | < δ, allowing for Δ → 0,p(θ) will instead be monotonic. For simplicity, we show this through the scalar case in whichÂ
Now, note that sgn(sin(kx)) = sgn(x) for for|x| ≤ π k . Therefore, by the locality assumption (11), the derivative (58) satisfies dp(θ ) dθ i < 0 for θ i ∈ (0, δ) and dp(θ ) dθ i > 0 for θ i ∈ (−δ, 0) with δ ≥ π/q. The H 2 -norm densityp(θ) is thus monotonically decreasing away from zero for |θ i | ≤ δ, where δ can always be fixed. A similar argument can be construed for whenÂ ∞ (θ) is matrix valued, in which case one considers matrix-valued coefficients of the Z-transform.
It is well known that integrals of monotonic functions f (x) can be estimated by upper and lower Riemann sums according to:
decreasing (and vice versa if f (x) increasing). We use this to bound the monotonic part of the sum in (30)
by the integral from Δ to δ:
L , since 2π/L and 4π/L are the first two wavenumbers, or sampling points in the sum. Here, L δ is the number of summands for which |n i | < δ L 2π , corresponding to the domain wherep(θ) is known to be monotonic.
For the remainder of the sum, we use the Riemann integrability away from zero. That is, let
That is, the sum converges to the integral. Therefore, at someL, we will have that |V
for all L ≥L, or N >N , which is precisely equivalent to the statement of Lemma 4.1.
D. Proof of Theorem 5.3
Each matrixÂ
2 ) 2 +b, where we omit the ∞-subscript and the argument θ of the individual Fourier symbols for notational compactness. The system is input-output stable if and only if Re{λ 1,2 (θ)} < 0 for every θ = 0 by Corollary 5.2. To find necessary conditions for stability, it suffices to study this condition along one of the coordinate directions, so we let θ = (θ 1 , 0, . . . , 0). A necessary condition for stability then becomes that φ. This in particular means that if the argument φ is near ±π/2, then Re{ √ z} = |z| cos(φ/2) becomes large compared to Re{z} = |z| cos φ. Here, this implies that (60) can only be satisfied if the imaginary part of the RHS radicand does not become "too large" compared to the real part.
We therefore study the radicand (now denoted R) on the RHS of (60) near θ 1 = 0 by expanding it with the first terms of the Maclaurin expansions of the Z-transformsâ,b,f as in (57). Recalling that B and F satisfy Assumption A3, we get 
Now, note that ifb 1 = 0, then Im{R}, is linear in θ 1 near θ 1 = 0. Unlessā 0 = 0, Re{R} on the other hand scales quadratically in θ 1 , causing Im{R} to become arbitrarily many times larger than Re{R} as θ 1 → 0. This puts arg{R} near ±π/2 and Re{ √ R} becomes arbitrarily many times larger than Re{R}. Since the left-hand side (LHS) of (60) also grows quadratically in θ 1 ifā 0 = 0, i.e., |Re{f In the case of (62), a necessary condition for satisfying (i) is that we do not haveâ = 0 andb = 0 simultaneously. That is, if B = 0, then we must have A = 0. Otherwise, the condition (i) can easily be satisfied, e.g., by ensuringâ,b,ĉ,f,ĝ < 0. Assuming (i) is satisfied, consider (ii), which says that: −(â +ĝ)(âĝ −f −ĉ) >âf −b. First, we note that ifb = 0, then this reduces to −â 2ĝ −âĝ 2 +âĉ +ĝf +ĝĉ > 0, which is also satisfied ifâ,ĉ,f,ĝ < 0. For the case whereb = 0, we follow the approach in the previous proof and expand the inequality with the first terms of the Maclaurin expansions along θ 1 −(ā 0 + (ā 2 +ḡ 2 )θ 
We notice immediately that ifâ ≡ 0, i.e., if A = 0, then ϕ c ≡ 0, andf + ϕ c scales just asf . Otherwise, recall thatf ∼ −β(θ 
H. Proof of Lemma 6.5
Consider the dynamics (10), but let the control signal u = z + F x be the output. We can then obtain the control signal variance in (55) through the H 2 norm from w to u, divided by the total network size N . We use the DFT (2) to block diagonalize the system, and solve a Lyapunov equation for each wavenumber n.
, which is equivalent to
The equivalence of the sum and the l 1 -norm follows from the fact that we must havef n ,b n < 0 andf n +â n < 0 for all n in order to guarantee stability (see Theorem 5.1). Now, iff is the Fourier transform of a function array f , then f ∞ ≤ f 1 and f ∞ ≤ . Now, we use that 
